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number of oil and gas discoveries
have been made in the Albertine
Rift region. The region is reported
to have a billion barrel potential and
25 prospects are yet to be drilled. A
number of exploration areas have so
far been identified and are located in
areas of high conservation interests.
These include:
• Block EA 1 (Pakwach), with
Murchison Falls National Park,
Bugungu Wildlife Reserve and
Karuma Wildlife Reserve.
• Block EA 2 (Northern Lake Albert),
with Kabwoya Wildlife Reserve and
Kaiso-Tonya wildlife area.
• Block EA 3 (Southern Albertine
Graben) with Semliki National Park
and Semliki wildlife reserve.
• Block EA 4 (Edward and George),
with Queen Elizabeth National
Park, Kyambura wildlife reserve and
Kigezi Wildlife reserve.
• Block EA 5 (Rhino Camp) with Ajai
Wildlife reserve, East Madi Wildlife

reserve,
Otze-Dufile
wildlife
sanctuary and Mt. Kei Wildlife
Sanctuary.
Various companies including Tullow,
Dominion and Heritage oil are already
involved in the exploration of oil
and gas in the region. Tullow Oil has
planned to start limited oil production
by mid 2009. This is anticipated to bring
the following benefits to the country
ie. reduction in energy shortage,
increased employment opportunities,
infrastructure development and save
funds for oil and gas importation.
among others. However, the major
challenge now is the management of
impacts of oil and gas exploration.
These
include
operations/camps
footprint,
habitat
and
species
disturbance and removal, ineffective
restoration and development of
road infrastructure to accommodate
additional traffic. Others are workforce
influx, noise and light due to 24
hour operations, pollution resulting
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LETTERS
Chairman’s Massage

NatureUganda AGM 2007
The 15th AGM of NatureUganda and the 88th of the East Africa
Natural History Society (EANHS) took place on 7th of December
2007 at NatureUganda offices. The meeting was presided
over by the Chairman Mr. Paul Mafabi, his fourth AGM as the
Chairman of the organization. He presented a report to the
members highlighting progress in implementing the strategic
programme in 2007. He informed members that EANHS will be
celebrating 100years of existence in 2009. NatureUganda and
NatureKenya shall organize centenary celebrations.

Dear members,
It is with great pleasure that I extend my greetings and
appreciation for your continued support to NatureUganda.
NatureUganda has achieved a lot in the previous year
because of its increased membership and commitment. This
commitment was exhibited during the last Annual General
meeting which was successfully organised and attended.
Thanks to the dedicated staff who make all programmes tick.
I congratulate the entire NatureUganda fraternity upon
successful election of the new Executive committee (EC). Let
me take this opportunity to congratulate members of the EC
and also welcome the new members to the EC.
The New Year starts with new programmes for the
membership. Please visit the secretariat to get a year
planner and acquaint yourselves with membership activities
throughout the year. I encourage everyone to participate
actively in the activities and recruitment of new members.
You are also aware that NU has sic working groups and
members are welcome to join any of them.
NatureUganda has continued to gain support and
confidence from the donors, partners and allies both locally
and internationally. As a result funding for projects has
increased and conservation programmes have expanded.
However this tremendous success is coupled with
challenges such as service to the growing membership
whose expectations are justifiably high. Core funding,
conflict between conservation and development, climate
change, and environmental governance remain challenges
to conservation of nature.
NatureUganda has agreed on an aggressive plan to acquire
its permanent home and I believe with your support, we
shall be able to achieve our objectives.
I wish you a prosperous 2008
Paul Mafabi
Chairman
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In his report, Mr Mafabi said that Uganda’s environment and
the conservation scenario has been dramatic as evidenced by
floods, declaration of the first Lucastrine reserve (CHOGM)
on L. Victoria, invasion of national parks by pastoralists and
investors, threats caused by palm oil plantations to forests and
fossil oil/gas discovery in the Albertine Rift. Climate change has
also been at the centre of recent environment discussions.
Despite the above challenges, NatureUganda has continued
to score a number of successes in conservation, education
and awareness and membership growth. Specifically
the organization capacity assessment (OCA) conducted
to review the status of NatureUganda has given our
organization a new orientation to critical development
issues. A report on the economic evaluation of Mabira forest
reserve contributed immensely to the discussion on the
proposed degazzettement of the forest. NU is now a legal
entity and can own property which was a stumbling block
to the acquisition of NatureUganda home. This is going to
be a major focus for the new EC. At the AGM, members
welcomed representatives from the three branches in Gulu,
Mbale and Mbarara and unanimously agreed that they
should be ex-official members of the EC and shall be invited
to all EC meetings.
New projects were funded in 2007 including PEMA, IBA
monitoring, Cranes and Wetlands, Avian Flu Surveillance,
with a total funding of over USD 1.5M. Membership
increased by over 40% and this is predicted to be higher
with new and diversified membership events such as nature
walks, excursions and public talks.
Audited accounts were presented by the Treasurer Mr.
Robert Nabanyumya who also indicated that NU registered
a surplus over expenditure. This is a good sign for our society
and a positive step towards sustainability. He reiterated
the Chairman’s remark about the need to acquire a NU
home which would increase the corporate image of the
organization but also reduce on the recurrent expenditure.
The treasurer thanked donors, partners and the members
for continued support. A full day conservation forum was
suggested by members to replace a one hour AGM so that
members can hear of more details about NU programme
and partnerships. The secretariat expressed concern about
funding for such a forum but members recommended that
we should work towards this event. The next AGM is planned
for 21st November 2008.



CONSERVATION
from flaring of gas, sludge residues,
transportation in pipelines and tankers.
Biodiversity may be affected by camp
wastes and spills which lead to heavy oil
toxicity, ingestion and bioaccumulation
and fish tainting. This will be in addition
to general biodiversity loss due to
clearance and loss of habitat. Although
EIA assessments have been conducted
fore areas under exploration, they have
been shallow on issues concerning
biodiversity impacts.
During the monthly public talk
organised by NatureUganda, members
were concerned about the lack of
sensitivity maps for the area, the
lack of a general Albertine graben
environmental assessment plan and
the plan to degazette some areas to
allow oil production.
Ms. Louise Johnson a consultant on oil
and Chief Biodiversity Advisor to the
British Petroleum (BP) who delivered
a lecture on Biodiversity and Oil,
recommended that the enforcement of
the EIA regulations will depend on: the
willingness of the company to abide

Ms. Louise Johnson during the public talk

by EIA findings, recommendations
and conditions of approval, and also
stringency of regulatory authorities.
She
envisaged
that
oil
and
conservation can co-exist only where
impacts are managed effectively and
collaboratively.
Protected areas and Poverty. Are the
wealthier benefiting more than the
poor people?
A study commissioned by Care
Uganda revealed that there is need for
payment arrangements for ecosystem
services to offset local losses against
national gains for conservation of
environmental resources. Nationally
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sustainable management of Protected
areas in Uganda may mean that poverty
in households adjacent to them could
increase calling for closer coordination
with broader national strategies
and
international
development
approaches.
The survey results indicate that social
and economic inequities are apparent
under all management regimes and
that distributional impacts vary
between sites. While local people bear
significant costs, they also benefit from
protected areas (PAs) though generally
wealthier households’ benefit most
from them in absolute terms; but
proportionally, more of the poorer
households’ income is made up of PA
goods. In addition, poorer households
use more of their PA income for
subsistence purposes than wealthier
households. National and International
communities benefit more economically
from protected areas compared to the
local communities and yet the financial
costs are borne at the local level.
Based on the above study therefore,
locally increasing household income
will not necessarily lead to decreased
use of the PA resources (ceteris paribus)
and also reducing use to a sustainable
level may increase rural poverty as it
implies significant losses to household
income.
However, NatureUganda’s experience
from Echuya, Nyamuriro, Musambwa
Islands and Nabajjuzi (un protected)
indicate that increased income for local
communities based on alternatives
ie. income generating activities,
domestication of PA based resources
and increased awareness reduce
pressure on the resources.

Mr. Glenn during the public talk

Collaborative forest management in
Echuya forest landscape
Since 2004, Echuya Forest Conservation
Project (EFCP) has been facilitating
the Collaborative Forest Management
(CFM) process between the National
Forestry Authority and Forest Adjacent
Communities (FAC’s). As required by the
National Forest and Tree Planting Act
2003, focus has been on eight parishes
immediately adjacent to the reserve
within four sub counties of Bufundi and
Muko in Kabale District,Kanaba and
Murora Sub counties in Kisoro District.
This process though having taken
sometime is already yielding important
outcomes. Communities and NFA staff
are having good relations and working
together in co-management of the
reserve. Before CFM, Forest Adjacent
Communities used to look at the forest
as a Government asset; currently,
through sensitization and various
awareness raising events, the attitude
has positively changed and what used
to be referred to as ’their forest’,
is now referred to ‘our forest’. This
shows ownership and commitment to
forest management. National Forestry
Authority formerly Forest department
used to fight forest fires alone but
now it’s a collective responsibility by
both parties. Forest access has also
been arranged and agreed upon in
the CFM plan. The chairman KADECA
(a CFM institution bringing together
communities within Kanaba Sub
County) remarks,
‘Access to the forest is now regulated
and regularized; and the spirit of
community participation in forest
management is now great. ’

Indeed this is true for the four
sub counties that have organized
themselves into registered legal
institutions initialized as Bufundi
Community Development and Echuya
Forest
Conservation
Association
(BECLA) for Bufundi, Kanaba Community
Development and Echuya Forest
Conservation
Association(KADECA)
for Kanaba, Muko Echuya Forest
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Conservation
and
Development
Association (MECDA) for Muko and
Murora echuya Forest Conservation
and Poverty alleviation Association
(MEFCPAA) for Murora Sub counties.
By the time of CFM agreement signing
events hosted at Kacerere for Kabale
and Kagezi for Kisoro in November 2007,
about 1,047 households represented by
their household heads had registered
as members of these institutions.
Given that each household in Echuya
Landscape has an average of 6-7
individuals, this brings the total number
of individuals benefiting from CFM
agreements to over 5,000. Currently, the
number of households have increased
to 1,458 households.

and business skill development.

The project envisages that such
organized institutions will play a big
role in ensuring sustainable forest
management and improved livelihood
of the Forest Adjacent Communities.
Mr. Zinkubire, Chairperson BECLA
remarks that;“We have set our vision
to sustainably manage Echuya Forest
Reserve while ensuring that our
livelihood dependence on the forest
changes to improved productivity
on farm.” “Instead of extravagantly
extracting resources from the forest
like we used to do, we have agreed
with National Forestry Authority to set
specific quantities and days for access
and use of different forest resources.”

Over the years, we hope that these
combined initiatives will enable
FAC’s improve their livelihood while
contributing to the conservation of
Echuya’s important biodiversity.

In order to support this Initiative,
NatureUganda EFCP supported these
CFM institutions with Nursery bed
inputs such as different varieties of
tree seeds (Calliandra, Grevillea and
Pine) and other tools such as watering
cans, rakes, spades and water drums.
Four nurseries were established and
over 120,000 seedlings are expected
out of these nurseries. This will help in
establishing self sustenance of wood
and thereby reducing pressure on
the forest and promoting biodiversity
conservation.
EFCP helped CFM associations to
be legally registered at Sub county
and district levels. The project has
increased capacity through trainings
in project development and proposal
writing, marketing, organic farming
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However the greatest challenge remains
at the implementation stage. How
will community needs related to CFM
continue to be met 10-20 years from
now? How far can government and its
institutions go to support an initiative
it initiated especially in the absence
of NGO’s? So far, there are initial
efforts to these questions. All the four
registered institutions have been linked
to government development programs
notably NAADS and Bonabagagawale
scheme. Members are going to benefit
through forestry advice, training and
support in enterprises, acquisition of
extension services and microfinance.

Reproductive phase

Mature mushroom ready for harvesting

By Zeneb Musiimire and Paul Hatanga
NatureUganda

Communities reap big from mushroom
growing in Kabale.
With DFID core funding, Echuya project
is working with eight parishes adjacent
to Echuya Forest, south western Uganda
in the districts of Kisoro and Kabale
to enhance biodiversity conservation
while delivering sustainable benefits
for livelihood enhancement of the
local communities. The project area
is faced with land shortage, soil
erosion, high population density,
highly poverty stricken communities
dependent on Echuya forest. The
project is implementing participatory
livelihood improvement (through
Income Generating Activities (IGAs))
and biodiversity initiatives to reduce
poverty levels and pressure on the
forest.
One of the IGAs is Oyster mushroom
growing. The provision of technical
training, initial ‘spawn’, pasteurization
equipment and solar dryers by the
project made it easier and economical
for farmers to actively engage in and
benefit from the enterprise. So far,
the project has supported over nine
mushroom growing groups with a
total of 646 members (193 men) with

Farmer displays Oyster Mushrooms ready for
post harvest handling

another 52 members having adopted
using the knowledge from the trained
groups. As part of the community
contribution, the beneficiaries built
mushroom houses for incubation and
cropping, collected substrates and
bought plastic bags.
A total of 8,200 kgs of fresh mushrooms
have been harvested and a kilogram
costs between Ug. Shs 3,000-4,000/=.
This has led to improved nutrition
and income of households involved.
Mushroom farmers testify that they
are now able to meet their small every
day needs.
By Zeneb Musimire
NatureUganda

Lake Victoria Environmental Education
programme gets more funding
Since 2004, NU has implemented
projects promoting environmental
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education and biodiversity conservation
around Nabajjuzi wetland. The projects
scaled up to cover Katonga river basin.
Schools and communities have been
mobilised through the project on
education for sustainable development
around Nabajjuzi wetland in Katonga
Basin. The project is called Lake
Victoria Catchments environmental
Education Programme (LVCEEP) which
has received more financial support
to scale up activities to cover Katonga
River basin. LVCEEP is a regional
programme with components in Kenya,
Uganda, Rwanda and Tanzania.

identification, sampling and general
ecological information. A Research
officer Mr.Ssemanda Richard has
been recruited to coordinate the field
programme of non-human component
based at NatureUganda Richard will
also spear head the African waterfowl
census programme.
Richard brings vast field experience in
biodiversity research, bird capture and
identification technicques.

annual planning meeting. This meeting
takes stock of the achievements of the
ending year and develop a plan for the
following year. This year’s planning
meeting was held in Bushenyi town
hosted by PEMA II project in February
08. NatureUganda branch coordinators
also participated in the planning
meeting. At the end of the meeting,
Staff members visited one of the sites
Cranes and wetlands Project.

NatureUganda holds
Planning meeting

NatureUganda shines at the World
Wetlands Day
The WWD celebrations were held on
the 2nd of February 2008 at the Uganda
museum. NU joined other partners
and the international community
in commemorating the day. Various
stakeholders made presentations on
the importance of wetlands and the
role of the media in disseminating
environment information.

its

Annual

The project is a three year program
(2008 - 2010) and it will mainly focus on
promotion of Education for Sustainable
Development (ESD/ EE) in schools and
local communities in the four districts
of Masaka, Kyenjojo, Rakai and Mpigi.
Thanks to SIDA and WWF for financial
and technical support respectively.
By Ada Nshemereirwe
NatureUganda

New member of staff

NatureUganda during

the Exhibition

Every year, all staff members of
NatureUganda come together to an

Dr. Agaba senior officer in the
ministry of health said that health and
environment linkages at various levels
is key and there is need for a multi-

IUIU members visit NatureUganda
secretariat

Richard Ssemanda Research Officer AIP

NatureUganda
in
collaboration
with Makerere University-Walter
Reed Project (MUWRP), Makerere
University Institute of Public Health
(IPH) and Makerere University Faculty
of Veterinary Medicine (FVM) secured
funding for surveillance of Influenza
and influenza-like viruses in humans
and animals in Uganda (AIPI Project).
NatureUganda will support the project
through its technical expertise and
knowledge of birds, capture, handling,
The Exective Director NatureUganda’s giving a certificate to IUIU executive member

The Naturalist



NEWS
sectoral and integrated approach to
wetland management. The Minister
of Environment and Water praised NU
publicity materials particularly using
well-tailored posters such as sorting
garbage. She called upon KCC to
make use of such publicity materials.
This would go a long way in changing
people’s altitudes towards waste
management in Kampala city.
NatureUganda members from Eastern
Uganda (Islamic University In Uganda
(IUIU)) organized an annual academic
trip to Queen Elizabeth National
Park. The members had stop over
at NatureUganda’s offices and met
staff of NatureUganda. The Executive
Director handed Certificates to the out
going executive in appreciation of their
efforts in promoting society works in
Eastern Uganda. The outgoing chairman
IUIU branch called for diversification of
membership beyond the university.

experience kept asking us on what to
do. It was even more scaring when
he demanded for our extra life jacket.
Prayers commenced and counting of
birds halted.
We eventually made it to our third site
at Kitobo, the water was now calm,
and at least life and hope was back. We
disembarked from the boat ,toured the
bay and no sooner had we settled down
than the clouds begun to darken. Polycarp
again advised us to wear our rain jackets
and fire back to the camp. We finally
reached our distination with a record of
20 species amidst rain and heavy winds.
Geofrey Akule
NatureUganda

‘Football for
conservation’

NatureUganda’s LC Eagles (1) Vs
Bushenyi local government FC (5).

The Membership Officer called
upon members to remain
members even after leaving the
University. Bravo IUIU Branch

not deterred from their conservation
initiatives. They decided to first visit one
of their conservation sites at Rwebicere
swamp, to monitor the breeding grounds
of the Grey Crowned cranes. The team
also visited Kitagata hot springs for
physiotherapy ahead of the game.
At 4:30 pm the LC Eagles, were seen
driving through town, smartly clad in
their corporate Cream/Green T-shirts,
with an assortment of shorts and half cut
trousers. The football match was played
at St. Kagwa Secondary. The LC coach
advised the team on a simple 1:2 system
i.e. if you miss the ball go for the legs.
The match kicked off and the LC Eagles
put a brave show in the first half with
1:1 at half time. This situation changed
when Bushenyi FC scored their second
goal. Our goal keeper donning “party”
shoes slid from one side of the goal post
to the other and let in 4 goals in second
half. Although the teams had agreed

NatureUganda’s LC

Eagles

My expedition on Ssese waters
On February 22nd, 2008, we arrived at
Pearl Garderns Beach in Ssese Island to
conduct the usual waterfowl monitoring
exercise. The following day the boat
man turned up with a very small boat.
My colleague Polycarp was not amused
and had to request for a bigger boat,
anticipating that we were going to spend
over 4 hours on water. We set off for
Lutoboka bay at 9:00 am Our species list
grew quickly with the Egyptian geese,
cormorants, plovers, terns,etc.
By 10:30 am we set off for Banda Island
at the Southern tip of Bugala Island. The
wave action caught up with us in the
middle of the journey with some waves
rising higher than the boat.There was
silence in the boat for a while and after
some time we started blaming each
other for accepting to travel on such
a small boat. However, the bickering
was not going to change any thing. The
situation even became worse when
the boat man who was supposed to
have courage and guide us in such an

The Naturalist

NU formed a football team “The LC
Eagles” based on NU logo during their
recent staff annual planning meeting
in Bushenyi.With basic football skills,
the Eagles were faced with challenges.
The players had earlier on bet to score
not less than ten goals against their
opponents. Though faced with a would
be tough game, the LC Eagles were

on 15 minutes half, the referee took 30
minutes. By this time the Eagles had no
energy to fly back to their bus. Despite
the loss, the conservation publicity was
loud and clear in the landscape.
Geofrey Akule
NatureUganda
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Unusual sightings
BIRDS
Handsome
Francolin
nestfinally
located.
A nest of freshly hatched eggshells was
found in the mountains of the moon.
The Handsome Francolin (Family
Pheaseanidae) and the egg size is
similar to chicken.
The eggs located at an altitude of 2690
m a.s.l. on a slope of about 65% within
the predominantly Bamboo zone of the
Southernmost part of the Rwenzori’s in
Nsenyi. The nest was found on ground
next to a small tree with diameter at
breast height (DBH) less than 0.015 m
and had some few Bamboo leaves as
cushion.
Though calls of these birds are not an
occasional heard from the WCS camp
site in Nsenyi, the birds can hardly or

recorded within the bamboo zone in
Ruhija. This therefore builds on previous
information about preferred habitat by
these birds.
However, more research on the species is
required since it is found in only montane
forests and the high altitude bamboo
zone within a restricted area along the
Albertine Rift Mountains.
By Richard Ssemmanda
NatureUganda

Raptors
A Booted Eagle near Mpanga Forest on
11 September was an early date (DP),
whilst MW noted an apparent increase
in Western Banded Snake-eagles in late
September. He also saw a Sooty Falcon
on the main Buhoma trail, BINP, on
29 September. The Common Buzzard

Two Common Quails were reported
by RK: was found dead near the
Bahai Temple on 4 October, and was
the European race, whilst another,
this time alive, was at the Zoology
Museum at Makerere on 15 October.
Many thousands of both Eurasian
Swallows and Sand Martins were
present in QENP on 28-29 November
(DP). HB saw a Thick-billed Cuckoo in
LMNP on 07 September. GK and DP
also reported a Great Spotted Cuckoo
from Soroti town on 05 November, and
several Eurasian Golden Orioles from
the Iriri area of Karamoja on 06 and 07
November. There was an immature of
the latter species at Kitintale, Kampala,
on 09 November (DP).
Flocks of Abdim’s Stork were seen
in Rakai District about 600 near the
Malabigambo Forest on the 26, and
another c50 at Kalisizo the next day.
Other interesting birds
Three Black Coucals were spotted along
the QE Crater Track on 27 November
(EO and DP). On the same date, there
were several large flocks of Red-billed
Quelea in the park (EO, DP). A new
locality for House Sparrows is Senyi, a
fish landing site in Mukono. District, in
October (BM).

even never been seen due to their
skulking and elusive character. Other
sites where the nest can be seen
stretch in Ruhija, Bwindi Impenetrable
National Park during early morning. It
has also been rarely observed at the
loop trail around the river in Buhoma
within the same park.
A research conducted using playback
calls in Bwindi Impenetrable National
Park in March 2004 (Scopus Vol.25,
2005) indicated a total of 25 groups of
Handsome Francolins at 224 survey
points. Most of these groups were
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seems to be much less common than
it used to be; the only recent record
is of one bird near the Bahai Temple,
Kampala, on 22 November (DP).
Water birds
A Turnstone and several Lesser Blackbacked Gulls on
the Kazinga Channel. About 25 Fulvous
Whistling Ducks were seen in a flooded
area some 30 km west of Soroti town
on 04 November (GK, DP). At Lake
Munyanyange, there were about 40
Greater Flamingos on 28 November (DP).

Breeding records
A nest of Senegal Plover was found
with 3 eggs in the QE crater area on
11 August (EO). Two Shoebills were
seen with an immature in MFNP on
10 September (HB). MW saw a pair of
Green-breasted Pittas feeding young
ones at Kanyanchu, Kibale NP, on 02
October.
MAMMALS
A Slender-tailed Mongoose was seen
on 4 November about 25 km east of
Kamdini (GK, DP).
Contributors
H.BHerbert Byaruhanga
G.KGeorge Kaphu
R.KRobert Kityo
B.MBrian Marshall
E.OEdward Okot
D.PDerek Pomeroy
M.W- Malcolm Wilson
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Birdlife Uganda
Plants Working Group
Herps Working Group
Mammal Conservation Group
Friends of Dudus
Microbial Resources Group

Institutional Members
•
•
•
•

Makerere University Conservation
Biology Association (MUCOBA)
St. Joseph’s S. S. S. Naggalama
Ndegeya Core Primary Teacher’s Collage
St Joseph’s Girl’s S. S. Nsambya

Upcountry Branches
•
•
•

Eastern Uganda based at the Islamic
University in Uganda.
Western Uganda based at Mbarara
University of Science and Technology
Northern Uganda based atGulu University
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•
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•
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•
•
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•

Abacus African Vacations
Bunyonyi Safaris
Bird Uganda Safaris
Barclays Bank Uganda Ltd
Civil Aviation Authority
Concord International Travel Bureau
Humanitarian Care Uganda
Impact Associates
CSWCT - SANTUARY Ngamba
Ndere Centre
Park Alexander
Rwenzori Mountaineeing Services
Travel Hemispheres Ltd
Tour Guide Publications
Uganda WildLife Authority
Uganda Travel and HotelGuides
Uganda Breweries Ltd
WBS Television
Wilderness Uganda Safaris
Wash & Wills Country Home
Ssezibwa Falls Resort

Editorial team
Corporate Members
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Alliance Francaise
Adventure Trails Uganda
Acacia Safaris
Access Africa Safaris
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Achilles Byaruhanga
Caroline Aguti Mugisha
Sarah Nambweere
Samuel Mubiru
Seguya Henry Kizito

Contact us : Plot 83, Turfnell Drive, Kamwokya.P. O. Box 27034Kampala (U),Tel: +256 414 540 719,
Fax: +256 414 533 528,Email:membership@natureuganda.org,nature@natureuganda.org,Web: www.Natureuganda.org
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